[Quantitation of mRNA in micro-samples of the brain by competitive PCR: analysis of expression of interleukin-1 beta mRNA in rat hypothalamus and hippocampus after inflammatory or non-inflammatory stress].
Changes in the expressions of interleukin-1 beta (IL-1 beta) mRNA in the rat brain were investigated during inflammatory or non-inflammatory stress. We utilized competitive reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) to quantitate precisely the minute amount of IL-1 beta mRNA in small tissues which were micro-punched out from discrete sites in the brain. Intraperitoneal injection of lipopolysaccharide (100 micrograms/kg) caused a widespread and high elevation of IL-1 beta mRNA in the hypothalamus, hippocampus and cerebral cortex. Immobilization stress significantly increased IL-1 beta mRNA only in the hypothalamus, when examined in the brain block samples, which reached a peak 30 minutes after the start of stress. However, examination of the small tissues punched out from discrete sites in the brain revealed a profound elevation of IL-1 beta mRNA in the CA1 region of the hippocampus and in all the hypothalamic nuclei examined 30 minutes after the start of immobilization stress, but not in the CA3 region and the dentate gyrus or cerebral cortex. The method shown in this report proved to be useful and may be applied to quantify the low amount of mRNA in the small areas in the brain.